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 Which business practices are good candidates for 
outsourcing?
◦ McDonald’s driver-thru(!), from Tom Friedman’s The World 

is Flat
 Drive-thru at the McDonalds in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, order 

taken by a call center operator in Colorado Springs (1500 km 
away!!) shared by other McDonalds.  Owners say it has 
increased productivity, lowered costs and reduced wait time.

You are actually talking to someone in Colorado—you are not 
talking to someone at that McDonald's—who is taking down 
your order electronically, and taking your picture, incidentally, 
and zapping your picture and your order to a processor inside 
that McDonald's, who actually prepares the food and hands it 
to you, corresponding to your picture. McDonald's discovered 
they saved thirty seconds on every order and drove their error 
rate down to massively low levels.



We (the USA) are still leading the world in 
science, education, capital markets and 
innovation, but we are running sprints while our 
competitors are running marathons. We have to 
change course even though it appears right 
now that it is not necessary. We don’t want to 
wait until the storm comes to start dealing with 
our three dirty secrets:

1. Not enough Americans are going into science 
and engineering fields.

2. We are suffering from a serious lack of 
ambition while our competition is hungry.

3. There is an education gap emerging between 
the U.S and China and India.



Key Company-Specific Factors:
 1. Weak branding.
◦ Weak brand recognition constraints Armenian companies to charge 

premium prices and leads to substantial discounts. ”Armenian IT 
brand” is not well established yet.

 2. Small and unsophisticated domestic market.
◦ Small and unsophisticated domestic demand impedes achievement 

of scale efficiencies and specializations of companies.

 3. Skill gap.
◦ Armenian IT companies are on the track of upgrading skills, 

however the gap with more advanced countries still exists. The skill 
gap chain starts in educational institutions and in many cases 
narrows at company level.

 4. Management quality.
◦ Management at strategic and project management levels is also in 

great need of upgrade.

See www.ev.am



Key Cross-Cutting Factors:
 1. Small number of globally competitive MNCs.
◦ Although a couple of MNCs are present in Armenia, the critical mass is not 

formed to shape large cross-industry spill-over effects. MNCs increase 
productivity not only through more efficient business processes, training of 
employees and other production-specific factors, but also by investing and using 
complex technological tools (eg. expensive and special software tools for chip 
design).

 2. Underdeveloped specialized infrastructure and related industries.
◦ Armenian companies suffer from a lack of technoparks, venture capital funds 

and underdeveloped telecom infrastructures which eventually increase costs 
and, hence, decrease value per employee. Foreign rivals in more advanced 
countries enjoy the support of related industries such as various high tech 
industries, R&D institutes and military units which enhance technological and 
human resources.

 3. Lack of specialized institutions preparing software companies for 
international accreditation/certification.
◦ There is a lack of specialized institutions preparing and assisting local companies 

to qualify for CMMI accreditation/certification, thus enabling them to compete for 
global off-shoring contracts. Certification at CMMI level 3 is becoming a basic 
requirement for entry into the Western European market. The direct effect of 
such accreditation will be an increase in productivity and performance of 
Armenian IT companies. According to survey results conducted by Carnegie 
Mellon Software Engineering Institute (2006) the median productivity increase 
was 62% after CMMI certification.

See www.ev.am



 Broadband access is growing, changing the 
way we behave
◦ Communication: Skype
◦ Entertainment: 5% of British fans watched the 

England-Slovenia match online
◦ Education: ocw.mit.edu. 2000+ MIT courses 

online, free. (mirror at YSU ocw.mit.am)
 Social networking is going viral



 Finding the niche
◦ Armenia is small (maneuverable, low-inertia)
◦ Armenia is dispersed (native speakers 

strategically located throughout the world biggest 
markets)
◦ Armenia is traditional (strong legacies in certain 

critical fields)
◦ Armenia is cut off from the world economy 

(thinking out-of-the-box is more common)



 Intellectual pastime, with a positive 
connotation/brand.

 Two of the recent champions (Petrosian, 
Kasparov) are Armenian, as is a current 
contender (Aronian).

 Armenia = among the highest proportions 
of Grandmasters/total population in the 
world.

 Champions of last 2 Olympiads
 Investment in youth, commitment to future



Armenia: 
the 
cleverest 
nation on 
earth



 Top trainers can earn over 100 USD/hr giving online 
lessons.

 Personal Training 
Group (formalized, institutional) training 
Chess camps, retreats 
Tournament organization 
Media/corporate sponsorship 
???

 Secondary connections
◦ Academia (AI)
◦ Entertainment (Man vs machine match)
◦ Other sports/games
◦ Development of GUIs and teaching platforms transferable to 

other educational endeavors



Thank you!
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